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EQUITY PRACTITIONER PROGRAM RECRUITMENT!

10 slots remain for the 3rd EPP cohort that starts January 23rd 2021!
EPP GUIDING BELIEFS:
1) Structural barriers are created at seats of power and lie at the root of systemic inequity in schools.
2) There is inertia in the dangerous social and psychological constructs that govern our daily lives; equity is
achieved when we challenge institutions responsible for creating the constructs.
3) America’s founding story is unique; as such our systemic inequities CAN NOT be simplistically compared to
the systemic inequities of other nations.
4) Schools must be redesigned to intentionally and equitably educate ALL kids.
To learn more about the 6-month program that seeks to equip educators at every level of organization with the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and resources to successfully lead equity efforts at the school and community levels, please visit
https://4thdimensionleaders.org/programs

LET'S HEAR FROM THE EPP FELLOWS
How would you describe where you are on your journey toward becoming a practitioner of
equity?
“I'm becoming more aware of my own beliefs and the impacts it has on others.” - EPP Cohort 1
“I still feel like I have so far to go. The deeper we dive into content, the more my head spins with questions. I
feel energized after being with everyone in my group. I feel accepted for who I am, appreciated for my
thoughts, and most importantly listened to as if what I am saying means something.” - EPP Cohort 1

“I think I am moving into the feeling/acting part of this journey. I am ready to push back against certain
things and have some courageous conversations with my colleagues.” - EPP Cohort 2
"Each conversation that pushes my thinking is making me more aware of the impact that I can have on
others." - EPP Cohort 2

4DL'S PARTNERSHIP WITH WSFS
WSFS, one of LFD's original supporters in 2015 shared an article highlighting our continuing
partnership with them.
We thank them for their support!
Check out the article @ https://www.wsfsbank.com/help-guidance/knowledge-center/wsfs-granthelps-4th-dimension-leaders-develop-transformational-school-administrators.

LEAD FOR DELAWARE RECRUITMENT!
Do you know someone who is ready to expand their reach beyond the classroom?
Do you know someone who is ready to deepen their impact?
Do you know someone who should be in position to advance equity through transformative
leadership?
We are here to get aspiring principals to and through the training and certification necessary for
school transformation. We know that communities are impacted for generations by the schools that
serve them. At Lead For Delaware, we believe that equity-focused leaders transform schools and
the communities in which they sit. As such, we are recruiting for our 7th cohort of aspiring leaders.
A two-year, equity-rooted and soft skills-based leadership development and certification program,
Lead For Delaware provides a multi-faceted learning experience that exposes leaders to
themselves and the broader practices of high-performing leadership, specifically for challenging
schools. If you are or know someone who is ready to take their mission and passion to the next
level, please pass this along!
Learn more @ https://4thdimensionleaders.org/programs

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
This year has been one of seemingly insurmountable challenge and tragedy. Please know that you
have been in our minds and hearts throughout the endless days of 2020. Knowing that there are
better days ahead, we wish you the best of health, safety, hope, peace and joy in 2021.

